Undergraduate Majors

- Accounting  [undergraduate text]
- Anthropology  [undergraduate text]
- Architecture  [undergraduate text]
- Art  [undergraduate text]
- Art and technology  [undergraduate text]
- Art history  [undergraduate text]
- Arts management  [undergraduate text]
- Asian studies  [undergraduate text]
- Biochemistry  [undergraduate text]
- Biology  [undergraduate text]
- Business administration  [undergraduate text]
- Chemistry  [undergraduate text]
- Chinese  [undergraduate text]
- Cinema studies  [undergraduate text]
- Classics  [undergraduate text]
- Communication disorders and sciences  [undergraduate text]
- Comparative literature  [undergraduate text]
- Computer and information science  [undergraduate text]
- Dance  [undergraduate text]
- Earth sciences  [undergraduate text]
- Economics  [undergraduate text]
- Educational foundations  [undergraduate text]
- English  [undergraduate text]
- Environmental science  [undergraduate text]
- Environmental studies  [undergraduate text]
- Ethnic studies  [undergraduate text]
- Family and human services  [undergraduate text]
- Folklore and public culture  [undergraduate text]
- French  [undergraduate text]
- General science  [undergraduate text]
- General social science  [undergraduate text]
- Geography  [undergraduate text]
- German  [undergraduate text]
- History  [undergraduate text]
- Humanities  [undergraduate text]
- Human physiology  [undergraduate text]
- Interior architecture  [undergraduate text]
- Italian  [undergraduate text]
- Japanese  [undergraduate text]
- Journalism  [undergraduate text]
- Journalism: advertising  [undergraduate text]
- Journalism: media studies  [undergraduate text]
- Journalism: public relations  [undergraduate text]
- Judaic studies  [undergraduate text]
- Landscape architecture  [undergraduate text]
- Latin American studies  [undergraduate text]
- Linguistics  [undergraduate text]
- Marine biology  [undergraduate text]
- Mathematics  [undergraduate text]
- Mathematics and computer science  [undergraduate text]
- Medieval studies  [undergraduate text]
- Music  [undergraduate text]
• Music composition (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/music_dance/music/undergraduatetext): BMus
• Music education (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/music_dance/music/undergraduatetext): BMME
• Music: jazz studies (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/music_dance/music/undergraduatetext): BMus
• Music performance (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/music_dance/music/undergraduatetext): BMus
• Philosophy (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/arts_sciences/philosophy/undergraduatetext): BA, BS
• Physics (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/arts_sciences/physics/undergraduatetext): BA, BS
• Planning, public policy and management (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/aaa/planningpublicpolicyandmgmt/undergraduatetext): BA, BS
• Political science (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/arts_sciences/politicalscience/undergraduatetext): BA, BS
• Product design (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/aaa/productdesign/undergraduatetext): BA, BS, BFA
• Psychology (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/arts_sciences/psychology/undergraduatetext): BA, BS
• Religious studies (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/arts_sciences/religiousstudies/undergraduatetext): BA, BS
• Romance languages (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/arts_sciences/romancelanguages/undergraduatetext): BA
• Russian, East European, and Eurasian studies (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/arts_sciences/russianandeasteuropeanstudies/undergraduatetext): BA
• Sociology (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/arts_sciences/sociology/undergraduatetext): BA, BS
• Spanish (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/arts_sciences/romancelanguages/undergraduatetext): BA
• Spatial data science and technology (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/arts_sciences/geography/undergraduatetext): BA, BS
• Theater arts (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/arts_sciences/theaterarts/undergraduatetext): BA, BS
• Women's, gender, and sexuality studies (http://catalog.uoregon.edu/arts_sciences/womensandgenderstudies/undergraduatetext): BA, BS

**Majors, Minors, Options**

University of Oregon undergraduate students must complete an academic major to graduate; they may also complete additional majors, minors, or both. Options within majors or minors are additional ways of focusing academic interests, but they do not appear on academic transcripts. Other terms used for options include areas of concentration, emphasis, focus, or specialization; preparatory programs; primary and secondary areas or subjects; fields or subfields; programs of emphasis or study; and tracks. Technically, there are no minors in graduate degree and certificate programs. Graduate students also may pursue options within their major disciplines.